MSG 0080 - WAR IN THE POCKET OVA - SIMULATOR
OVERVIEW
Federation Engineers are running a random forces simulator battle through the RX-78-NT1 Gundam to test the suits
limits and to fine tune its battle computer.

ZEON SCENARIO FORCES
The Zeon Commander may Random
determined by rolling D6 on the table below.

EFF SCENARIO FORCES
The Federation Commander may only use the RX-78NT-1 G4 ‘Alex’ piloted by Christina Mackenzie

forces

1 - Zaku II Type (Troop Pilot armed - with 120mm or 90mm)
2 - Zaku II Type 3 unit MS Team (Troop Pilots - with 120mm
or 90mm, 1 unit may take 240mm Bazooka)

3 - Rick Dom Type (Elite Pilot with 90mm)
4 - Rick Dom Type (Standard Pilot with 360mm Bazooka)
5 - Rick Dom Type 3 unit MS Team (Standard Pilots - with
with 120mm or 90mm, 1 unit may take 30mm Bazooka)
6 - Gelgoog Type (Major HQ Pilot - with a beam weapon.)

SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
Random Forces - The enemy forces on the table are
coming on in a random hap-hazard fashion. You can
only roll for a new Random force, once the first
Random force has been despatched of has been
reduced to one unit.

SET-UP

1

This batle takes place in space, although
enviroment can be switched for a earth-bound
battle too. The RX-78-NT-1 is set-up in the centre of
the table.

2
3

1-2

Give each table edge a number one through six,
as shown on the set-up diagram.
The randomly rolled Zeon forces move on; on a
randomly determined table edge.

3

RX-78-NT-1

5-6
GAME LENGTH
Unlimited - See Mission Objective

MISSION OBJECTIVE
This is a Simulator battle designed to test the limits of
the RX-78-NT1 Gundam. There is no winning objective
to this mission as the enemy keeps coming until the
Gundam cannot fight anymore.
If you want to assign an objective, the Federation
Commander will win if he destroys 10 or more Zeon
Mobile Suits.

LINE OF RETREAT
Troops which are forced to fall back will do so towards
the nearest board edge of their deployment zone,
using the normal Fall Back rules.
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